




What is Local Branding? What is Local Branding? 

 

Local Branding is a combination of tactics that help boost your customer awareness on the local 

level. Those tactics include: 

• Canvassing 

• Cause Marketing 

• Door Hanging 

• Events (Home Shows, Networking, Local Events) 

• Jobsite Branding (Door Hangers, Signs, Shirts, Vehicles) 

• Telemarketing 

 

These are assertive tactics, or tactics that take energy rather than money to complete. Unlike leads 

that come in through the internet or from direct mail, these are lead sources that you can’t just write 

a check for (unless you have someone in your office dedicated to generating them). They take time 

to implement, but that also means that they cost less per lead compared to most other sources.  

 

Local Branding sources can be completely controlled from within your office. If there’s a specific 

area that you want to do more work in, you can target that neighborhood. Looking to avoid 

neighborhoods that don’t generate the quality of leads your looking for?  Need more leads this 

week? Increase your local branding efforts to get a boost. Is your appointment schedule booked 

three weeks out? Pull back to give yourself some space to catch-up.  

 

Better yet, you can apply these tactics to your other marketing efforts. Want more Previous 

Customers this year? Get assertive with them! Need to increase your Word of Mouth leads? Get 

assertive.  

 

Once you learn to master these skills the practical application within your business is almost 

limitless. Best of all, Local Branding sources can be done in offices of any size. They aren’t just for 

new franchisees or for Big Shops — the tactics work for any size business with any amount of staff. 

And, as you grow, they can grow with you, scaling quicker than the cost to execute the tactics. 

 

 



Why is Local Branding important? 

 

Some people just don’t know who you are, and that’s okay, but it does make it harder for you to get 

the most out of your marketing spend. You have to hit them more often to let people know who you 

are and what you do. But, with a strong local brand, you’re seen more often and for less. 

 

Think of it this way: Your customer goes to work in the morning. On their drive, they hear their favor-

ite DJ talking about a recent painting experience with CertaPro Painters. At lunch, they see a 

CertaPro Painters vehicle parked in the lot at their favorite restaurant. On the drive home, they see a 

CertaPro Painters sign at the entrance to their subdivision. When they sort through their mail, there’s 

a letter in the pile from CertaPro Painters — and when they are looking up something online before 

bed they see an ad for CertaPro Painters.  

 

Alone, any one of these instances wouldn’t necessarily be enough to make a customer contact 

CertaPro Painters — but together? Your mail doesn’t get tossed with the latest batch of credit card 

offers, it is opened. Your banner ad doesn’t go unnoticed, it gets clicked. Or, on Google, when 

choosing whether to click on your website or your listing on HomeAdvisor, they click through to your 

site instead. 

 

Your customer doesn’t forget to look up CertaPro Painters after hearing their DJ talk about it be-

cause they’ve been reminded consistently throughout the day. But without the reminders it might 

take them a few days before they are motivated to look you up. 

 

Your customers will respond quicker to your marketing because your local brand is reaching them 

more. At no point will they see “CertaPro Painters” and wonder who that company is. They’ll know 

who you are and where you are because they’ll see you everywhere in their local neighborhood.  



Where’s the proof? 

 

Historically, Local Branding sources have generated large amounts of leads and revenue for 

franchisees. In the past, nearly 20% of our residential leads came from Local Branding sources — 

and 4% of our residential Book $. In recent years, however, pressure to self-generate leads has 

decreased, resulting in what would appear to be worse results. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When we look at the trends year over year, yes — leads from Local Branding sources have 

declined. They’ve declined, residentially, by 65% from 2010 to 2017. However, the number of 

franchisees generating those leads have declined almost as fast. In 2010, 200 franchisees 

generated 25 or more Local Branding leads, with only 98 franchisees generating that amount in 

2017 — less than half. 

 

The good news is that residential Book $ has declined much slower that leads have declined. While 

fewer franchisees are participating, and are generating fewer leads, the franchisees still putting in 

the time are getting a larger return per lead — almost twice as many Book $ per lead were 

generated in 2017 ($1,015) than in 2010 ($560).   

 

We’ve improved our tactics to generate more efficient leads, getting more appointments scheduled 

to improve slippage by -37% and targeting better customers to increase average job size by 38%. 

These sources are far from dead and with the tactics outlined within this guide they can create 

valuable customers for your business.  

Year Leads Book $ Slippage S/R AJS 

2010 27,033 $15,125,129  29.8% 32.6% $2443 

2011 22,488 $13,917,000  28.0% 34.1% $2523 

2012 17,884 $12,482,115  27.3% 37.0% $2,596 

2013 15,200 $11,951,693  25.9% 38.5% $2,758 

2014 13,224 $11,459,272  23.6% 38.1% $2,976 

2015 11,284 $10,536,662  20.5% 38.1% $3,085 

2016 11,216 $10,705,770  20.7% 37.0% $3,247 

2017 9,507 $9,645,326  18.8% 37.0% $3,380 



You don’t have to take our word for it… 
 

“Assertive Marketing is a brand play in addition to a lead generation. Many of the leads never come in 

through the direct tactic (signs, door hangers, etc.)… Most of these sources come in via Internet, 

etc.  Most assertive lead tactics are brand and assertive tactics.  They are investments in your 

business.”   Matt Hefter | Milwaukee, WI  

 

 

“We look at assertive marketing as a way to increase exposure, and brand awareness, and along the 

way we've found that it can also be a very good source for generating leads and appointments.  It 

might take some effort, but even when you don't get the immediate satisfaction of a lead or 

appointment, you can be sure that people are becoming more familiar with our brand.”   

 Andy Wiggins | St Charles, MO  

 

 

“I believe assertive marketing is the glue that keeps everything else together. All lead sources get 

better results with the more tactics you do and the frequency that you do them. I have found that 

these lead tactics need leadership and time commitment, which is why most franchisees won’t do 

them. You can replace time commitment by spending money, but you also give up quality along with 

money... My goal is to make assertive marketing more appealing to my customers, my team and my 

painter. I want to find ways to do them that are fun.”   Chris Mehring | Waukesha Co, WI 

 

 

“There is a lot of low hanging fruit out there and all you have to do to get it is ask. Self-generation 

should be a pillar of any successful franchise. About 10-20% of our activity every year has been self 

generated. It’s low cost, high reward. Be everywhere and work finds you.”   

 Dan Goodman | Columbus, OH 

 

 

“For us, assertive marketing is still pretty big. We still have aggressive growth goals residentially. The 

most important piece is focusing on conversion of leads – it’s the most important piece. It’s easy to 

get the leads, but you have to work really hard at the follow-up.”   

 David Harrop | South Calgary, AB 

 

 

“In the winter months, assertive marketing is essential to our business and helps us stay afloat.  We 

participate in the different programs CertaPro suggests (such as national call back nights) and take it 

another step further by having our own call back nights as a team on a monthly basis during the slow 

season.”  Gary House | Seattle, WA  

 

 



Quick Start Guide Overview 

If you’re ready to make a commitment to generating more quality leads by building your Local Brand, 

then read on! The follow pages will get you up to speed on all things Local Branding, so whether 

you’re new to the tactics or you’re in need of a refresher course, this guide has it all. 

 

Where do you start? In order to be efficient with your Local Branding the first place to start is with the 

activities you’re already doing: around your current estimates, at lunch, at job sites, et cetera.  

 

The Local Branding Kits will help you start to build healthy habits to make self-generating leads a 

natural part of your day. Once you learn the basics, and are ready for more, the Tactics pages will 

guide you to efficiently dive deeper into the sources you want to generate more leads from.  

 

 

Local Branding Kits  

• Level 1  

• Level 2  

• Level 3  

 

Tactics 

• Canvassing  

• Door Hangers  

• Local Events  

• Jobsite Branding  

• Previous Customers  

• Signs  

• Telemarketing  

• Vehicles  

• Word of Mouth  

• Additional Synergies  

 

Resources 

• CertaProStore.com  

• Brand Kit  

• CertaPro University  

• Regional Marketing Team 







Commitment: About one man-hour per day 

 

Participants: Level one actions can be done by a franchisee, sales associate or any customer-facing 

associate. In order to be the most efficient, activities like door hanging and signing are best done 

while out in the field surrounding current estimates and jobs in progress. 

 

What’s included? 

 

Retail Pricing (as of 12/18/17):  

• $237.50 + Shipping 

• 2018 Conference Special! $209.00 + Free Shipping 

 

Recommended downloads to print locally (available on CertaProStore.com under “Local Branding”): 

 

Please visit the “Local Branding” section at www.certaprostore.com for more great materials to help 

you with your local branding, including additional FREE downloads available to print locally. 

Source Action Frequency 

Door Hanging 
As you drive through a neighborhood, hang extra door hangers at 

houses that look like they need a paint job. 
Daily 

Signs 

When a customer asks for a discount, use a sign in the yard as 

leverage. “Sure, I’ll give you $100 off, but only if you let me leave this 

sign in your yard!” 

Daily 

Ask to leave sign when landing job on the spot. Daily 

Networking 
Join the local chambers of commerce in the areas you most want to 

break into, as well as networking groups or networking events. 
Varies 

Previous 

Customers 

Send a hand-written note to customers after their estimate. You can 

prep these in advance and have them pre-written, signed, stuffed, 

and stamped. Just add a quick note and an address them after you 

leave the house. 

Daily 

Jobsite  

Place paint on labels on leftover gallons of paint so that the customer 

always knows how to get ahold of you when needed. 
All Jobs  

Where allowed, place signs at the entrances to neighborhoods of jobs 

in-progress. Don’t forget to check for signs in the front yard, too! 

• Door Hangers (500) 

• Spring-up Signs (50) 

• Note/Thank You Cards (100) 

• Paint Can Labels (200) 

• Questions Flyer • Top 10 Reasons Flyer • Contractor Checklist 



Commitment: About two man-hours per day 

 

Participants: Level two actions can be done by any customer-facing associate, with the help of other 

key staff members in order to reach as many customers as possible. In order to be the most 

efficient, activities like door hanging and signing are best done while out in the field surrounding 

current estimates and jobs in progress. 

 

What’s included? 

 

Retail Pricing (as of 12/18/17):  

• $550.00 + Shipping 

• 2018 Conference Special! $469.00 + Free Shipping 

 

Please visit the “Local Branding” section at www.certaprostore.com for more great materials to help 

you with your local branding, including additional FREE downloads available to print locally. 

Source Action Frequency Help 

Door Hanging  

As you drive through a neighborhood, hang extra door hangers at houses that look 

like they need a paint job. 
Daily SA 

Place door hangers at the nine surrounding homes (two on each side and five 

across the street) before or after each estimate. This is a great way to spend time 

when you’re waiting for a customer or have an unfilled appointment block. 

Daily SA 

Signs 

When a customer asks for a discount, use a sign in the yard as leverage. “Sure, I’ll 

give you $100 off, but only if you let me leave this sign in your yard!” 
Daily SA 

Ask to leave sign when landing job on the spot. Daily SA 

Place signs at busy intersections, or near entrances to shopping centers (especially 

home improvement stores). 
Weekly ALL 

Networking 
Join the local chambers of commerce in the areas you most want to break into, as 

well as networking groups or networking events. 
Varies SA 

Previous 

Customers  

Send a hand-written note to customers after their estimate. You can prep these in 

advance and have them pre-written, signed, stuffed, and stamped. Just add a quick 

note and an address them after you leave the house. 

Daily ALL 

Send Thank You cards to your completed jobs. Weekly ALL 

Vehicles 
Make sure customers (and their neighbors) know who’s painting the house by 
putting branded magnets on all crew vehicles. 

Weekly ALL 

Where allowed, place signs at the entrances to neighborhoods of jobs in-progress. 

Don’t forget to check for signs in the front yard, too! 
All Jobs PA  Jobsite  

Place paint on labels on leftover gallons of paint so that the customer always knows 

how to get ahold of you when needed. 

• Door Hangers (1000) 

• Spring-up Signs (50) 

• Coming Soon Signs (50) 

• Note/Thank You Cards (100) 

• Vehicle Magnets (4) 24”x14” 

• Paint Can Labels (200) 



Commitment: About four man-hours per day 
 
Participants: Staff participation is key to spread out the work load and maximize local reach. The 

larger the area you’re trying to target or the bigger your lead need, this list also serves as a basic 

task list for a part-time MA (marketing associate) to free-up time from your SA and OA schedules. 

 
What’s included? 

 
Retail Pricing (as of 12/18/17):  

• $816.00 + Shipping 
• 2018 Conference Special! $689.00 + Free Shipping 

 

Please visit the “Local Branding” section at www.certaprostore.com for more great materials to help 
you with your local branding, including additional FREE downloads available to print locally. 

Source Action Frequency Help 

Canvassing Download a list of previous customers and map online using google.com/mymaps Quarterly MA 

Door Hanging   

Place door hangers at the nine surrounding homes (two on each side and five 

across the street) before or after each estimate. This is a great way to spend time 
Daily SA 

Prep neighborhoods with door hangers before mail or at the start of a job. Weekly MA 

Signs 

Place signs at busy intersections, or near entrances to shopping centers (especially Weekly ALL 

Sign blitz! Place 25 signs throughout your territory Friday night and pick them up 

Sunday night. The most efficient time to put out signs is later in the evening (after 

8/9pm). There’s little traffic to compete with and customers will see them first thing 

the next morning. 

At least 

Monthly 
MA 

Networking  
Search local online event calendars (the chamber of commerce is a good place to 

start) as well as the event calendars of local venues, like expo centers, fair grounds 
Monthly MA 

Previous 

Customers  

Pick your top customers from the past quarter and drop off a small thank you gift in 

person. While you’re there, check-in to see how things are going and if they know 

Monthly/

Quarterly 
MA 

Vehicles  
Don’t park in the middle of the parking lot when you run errands or go to lunch. 

Park your wrapped vehicle either next to the busiest street or near the lot entrance 
Weekly ALL 

Jobsite  

Where allowed, place signs at the entrances to neighborhoods of jobs in-progress. 

All Jobs  
PA 

MA  Place paint on labels on leftover gallons of paint so that the customer always knows 

how to get ahold of you when needed. 

• Door Hangers (1000) 
• Spring-up Signs (100) 

• Coming Soon Signs (50) 
• Note Cards (200) 

• Vehicle Magnets (8) 24”x14” 
• Paint Can Labels (200) 





Canvassing 

 

Canvassing, formerly known as door-to-door marketing or cold calling, used to be widely used in 

CertaPro Painters franchises, and is still widely used by competitors, like College Pro Painters. It’s 

also known as personal marketing. Traditionally, franchisees or their staff would go out to neighbor-

hoods within their turf and knock on doors to generate leads. While inexpensive, mostly requiring 

time to generate results, canvassing had higher slippage than average and larger programs were 

difficult to oversee. But, canvassing can be an efficient lead source with the right preparation.  

 

Here are ways to efficiently generate canvassing leads: 

• Map your previous customers or direct mail data to find areas where your door-to-door efforts will 

be most effective. 

• Find large clusters of customers from the previous year and visit those areas. 

 Make note of the homes that belong to your customers so that you can greet them, check-

in on their project and ask if they have any additional work to be painted. You can also 

drop off a thank you card or small gift as well as some spare business cards to share with 

friends and neighbors. 

 When you visit the neighbors, let them know you were in the area to visit the homes we 

painted the year before. This shows the neighbors, who probably saw our vehicles/signs/

painters the year before, how we are different than other painting companies. 

• When you visit a jobsite, since you’re already there, knock on doors surrounding projects in pro-

gress where you’ll be recognized from vehicles/signs/painters next door. 

• If going to an area where you haven’t done any painting recently, prep it in advance with signs 

and door hangers to remind customers who we are and what we do. 



Door Hangers 

 

Door hangers are a great way to spread the word that "We're in your neighborhood!" They are a 

great support tool for your local branding programs, including canvassing. Here are some ways to 

utilize door hangers in your business to improve your Local Branding reach, where a local 

connection with their neighbor or a seasonal promotion might inspire a future customer.  

 

Types of Door Hangers 

• Sorry We Missed You 

• We’re in Your Neighborhood (Canvassing/Cold Calling) 

• We’re Painting in Your Neighborhood (Production) 

• Wet Paint / Powerwashing / Carpentry 

 

How to Use 

• Use door hangers to prep neighborhoods prior to canvassing to warm up the neighborhood. 

• Hang a minimum of nine door hangers before or after your estimates, two houses on each side 

of the customer and the five houses across the street. 

• As you drive through a neighborhood, hang extra door hangers at houses that look like they need 

a paint job. 

• Place “We’re in your neighborhood” door hangers around your jobs in progress.  

• Can’t place signs in your turf? Put out door hangers instead!  

• Check out the production door hangers – one version can be left behind to leave daily updates 

by the crews and another is great for touch-ups and warranty work to let customers know that we 

stopped by.  

 

How to Order  

Find the current selection of door hangers, for all purposes, on the CertaProStore.com. Some 

options are in-stock and ready to order, while others can be personalized. You can also have 

custom door hanger art requests utilizing the “Art Request Form” on the CertaProStore.com. 



Local Events 

 

Local events — like home shows, county fairs, festivals, farmer’s markets, etc. — are great 

opportunities to interact with your customers face-to-face. At local events, your aren’t limited by 

space on a page. This way you can really show-off your expertise and let customers know what 

makes CertaPro different. Plus, smaller local shows are extremely cost effective. 

 

How do you find these local opportunities? Start by looking at local event calendars on social media 

or chamber of commerce websites You can also find opportunities by looking at the event calendars 

for banquet venues for shows. You’ll also want to think outside the box by considering auto shows 

and boat shows. 

 

No matter what the event, here are the keys to running a successful event: 

• Be assertive! Don’t sit or stand towards the back of the booth, but rather be active and engage 

with customers passing by. 

• Have a team meeting to set expectations with everyone working the show in advance. 

• Set a goal and share it with your team — if the team hits the goal or overachieves on it, have a 

reward like a company dinner or party. 

• Cross promote using signs, door hangers and email newsletters. 

• Keep your booth clean and professional. Simple is best! 

• Have appropriate hand-outs on hand, based on the type of show you’re participating in. 

• Schedule appointments on the spot using the online scheduler (certapro.com/schedule). You’ll 

have to change the lead source manually after the show, but you’ll have access to your live 

calendar and will reduce slippage from the event. 

 

 

 

 

“We heavily invest in home shows (with some help from our local Sherwin Williams sales 
rep).  My company participates in three home shows from January to March specifically in my 
turfs and participate in another with our Co-Op. The key with home shows is to schedule the 

estimate at the home show.” 

 Gary House | Seattle, WA 



Jobsite Branding 

 

Street presence is essential to Local Branding, and the jobsite is the most efficient and convenient 

place to start. The idea is to get your name out there early and often. The goal is to have a sign 

placed at every CertaPro® job site and that every painter and job-site supervisor will have a magnet, 

decal, or wrap on their vehicle, as well as logoed shirts.  

 

The Process  

1. Place spring-up sign when you land the job or a week before you start the job. You can put 

it up when you are in the area. Tell the customer it lets the crew coming in the next week(s) 

they are at the right house, and also allows the neighbors to know that the routine in the 

neighborhood may be changing slightly for a few days.  

2. When the crew arrives they replace the spring-up sign with a lawn sign. Magnets get placed 

on unwrapped vehicles. For exteriors, the JSS should take a before photo using the Jobsite 

App. 

3. When the crew leaves they take the jobsite sign to their next job and put back the spring-up 

sign that was there when they arrived. Leave the spring-up sign up as long as possible. The 

customer will eventually call you. Tell them you will drop by and pick it up. You only say this 

if this is a job you want to stop by to inspect the crews quality or drop off a bottle of wine to 

the customer to drive WOM leads. If you don't plan on stopping by then politely ask the 

customer to take the sign down and recycle it.  

 

How to Order  

To view our current sign, decal and magnet selection, visit the CertaProStore.com. You can also 

place orders for signs, magnets and shirts directly from Ambrush, and orders for vehicle wraps from 

Astley Gilbert. 

 

 

“We put up signs on all jobs, crews wear shirts and vehicles are wrapped or have 
magnets...very effective at gaining exposure and reinforcing the brand. The sales team has 

weekly goals and puts pop up signs in high traffic locations throughout their territory.”  

Andy Wiggins | St Charles, MO 



Previous Customers 

 

Our previous customers are both our greatest resource and our biggest missed opportunity. Every 

year we satisfy the majority of our customers — but we fail to keep in touch. Staying in regular con-

tact with our previous customers is an important part of maintaining the trust and relationship that 

turn customers into customers for life. You should reach out at least once a year to your previous 

customers by phone, especially in the years directly after their project is completed to make sure 

they continue to be satisfied. 

 

To get the most success out of your calling, take a three-prong approach: 

• Mail 

• Email 

• Phone Call 

 

The mail piece—whether you choose a letter, self-sealer or post card—delivers your core message 

and offer (if applicable) in full. It should be succinct and easy to read with a call to action that stands 

out. This reminder is a great way to warm-up your customers before you start making calls.  

 

The email is a great intermediary piece to bridge the gap between the mail piece and the phone call. 

While you can send bulk emails through programs like Constant Contact, sending them in smaller 

batches shortly before your callback nights makes the emails more personal. You’re not sending out 

the promotion, but rather checking to see if they got your mail piece and let them know that you ’ll be 

calling in the next week to check-in and catch-up. 

 

PLEASE NOTE: For 2018, all previous customer mail pieces sent through the PC Marketing Hub will 

have a coordinating email sent as well, at no additional cost to the franchisee, so you won’t need to 

send an email after those mailings. 

 

Finally, deliver on your promise and make your phone calls. Set aside at least two hours at least 

once a week and make your calls. Below are complete details on how to make your callbacks a suc-

cess. 

 

 

“I pay my staff 3% of the gross of whatever they self-generate, or 4% if over $100,000: Cold 
call, PC Call, WOM/ Net work groups. My Staff Self-generated $355,027 of our $3.1 million 

business at a cost of $10,650. A bonus for good practices.”` 

 Dan Goodman | Columbus, OH 



Signs 

 

Your marketing goal is to reach the right people. If there is a location where you know your 

customers are, then a sign can very effectively reach them.  

 

Here are 10 places you can place signs to help boost your lead flow year round. 

1. Replace lawn signs after the job is completed  

2. Busy intersections in your turf  

3. Neighborhoods where your mail is dropping  

4. Place near shopping centers, grocery stores and home improvement stores  

5. Outside your office (they look nice near those gold vehicle wraps!)  

6. Entrances to subdivisions to prep neighborhoods before cold calling  

7. Near heavy traffic areas like sports arenas, stadiums, fair grounds and festivals  

8. Around your home show venues  

9. Yards of previous customers in your most popular neighborhoods to showcase your past 

work (be sure to call and ask permission first!)  

10. In creative, out of the way, hard to reach places – like hanging from tree branches, the 

green space next to freeway on-ramps, up hills next to roads – to keep your competition 

from being able to easily take them down (Remember – safety first!)  



Telemarketing 

 

Telemarketing is traditionally a method of direct marketing in which a person solicits prospective 

customers to buy products or services over the phone. However, telemarketing as a lead source 

within CertaPro Painters is an opportunity for you and your staff to reach out to your prospective and 

previous customers. How do you  maximize your results? 

• Warm up your calling efforts by sending mail and emails prior to making calls 

• Have a promotion to promote during your calls 

• Segment your calls to prevent yourself from over-contacting any  

 

How do can you segment your calls throughout the year? 

• Previous Customers 

 Interior vs Exterior 

 NPS 

 Jobsize 

 Year 

• Current & Dead Estimates 

• Current & Dead Leads 

 

What kinds of promotions should you offer? 

• Offer larger discounts during your slower times of the year to help keep you painters painting 

• Create discounts based on your needs 

 During peak exterior season, offer discounts to customers that defer their interior work 

• Always create urgency with your promotion with a deadline — you can always extend the 

deadline during your calls if you haven’t completed your list before the deadline 

• Increase urgency with two discounts: a larger discount that expires sooner and a smaller one that 

offers additional time for the customer to act 

• Have a variety of offers available, all equaling the same value, to meet specific customer 

objections 

 

Finally, set a goal. Each time you start a telemarketing campaign set a goal — like $100,000 booked 

or 25 new appointments set — and don’t stop dialing until you meeting your goal. 

“We tend to get a new appointment for every three hours called in winter and every one and a 
half hours in peak season.  It's a no brainer!”   

 Matt Hefter | Milwaukee, WI 



Word of Mouth 

 

Generating consistent word of mouth leads requires one thing: setting the right expectations with 

your customers, from the very beginning. Using the method outline below, you can let customers 

know that we are a referral based business. When done early and reminded often, asking for 

referrals or online reviews isn’t a surprise and customers feel not only comfortable with your request 

— they’re anticipating it! Plant the seeds early on and harvest your referrals at the end of the project. 

 

1. During set up and/or confirmation call — Rather than ask “How did you hear about us?” try 

putting a WOM spin on things. “We’re a referral based company. Who referred you to us?” 

Even if the job profile states that they are a internet or direct mail lead, it’s always best to 

confirm for the most accurate information.  

2. During estimate — let customers know that we are a referral-based company, and if at any 

point during the process with us (from now until their project is complete) they wouldn’t fee 

comfortable referring us to their friends, family, or neighbors, we want them to reach out to us 

and let us know. This sets the expectations that customers should reach out to us and let us 

know if anything is bothering them, rather than holding it all in. BONUS: Using the Nearby 

Customer App, you can show the happy customers in their neighborhood that have already 

used our services. 

3. During production — check in with customer to see if there is anything else that we need to 

do to provide you an extraordinary experience. Ask them if they would be willing to refer you 

or write an online review to help boost your business.  

4. At the end — send a thank you card as soon as possible (and another if they give you a 

referral or write an online review). Surprising customers with a hand-written thank you card or 

small gift that they are not anticipating provides extra “WOW” factor that can lead not only to 

more referrals, but to additional projects from the customer as well. 



Additional Synergy 

 

Finding synergies between your marketing sources helps to maximize leads for all sources. Here are 

ways to combine your marketing efforts to create synergy between your sources. 

 

Events 

• Signs: Place signs near the entrances to boost your branding 

• Emails: Let your previous customers know where you’ll be in your email newsletters 

 

Mass Media 

• Door Hangers & Signs: Boost your radio and TV presence by getting door hangers and signs out 

in your best neighborhoods 

• Mail: Coordinate your mail drops to be hitting when your commercials are running 

 

Direct Mail 

• Door Hangers & Signs: Get a map of where each of your mail drops will be hitting and  

• Signs: 

 Previous Customers: reach out to last year’s NPS promoter previous customers to see if 

you can place signs in their yard to help boost your spring business 

 Place signs near the entrances to subdivisions where you mail is hitting to boost results 

• Canvassing: Utilize your direct mail as flyers/door hangers to increase your brand and prep 

neighborhoods prior to canvassing 

 

Previous Customers 

• Map your previous customers to find the best areas to place door hangers and signs, and canvas 

“My RSA did a floor demonstration in a subdivision this fall. He got neighbors, staff and even 
painters to come. Everyone had fun, and we generated 6 leads while it was happening,. Most 

importantly have a stronger brand in this subdivision. This is the future of assertive marketing.”` 

 Chris Mehring | Waukesha County, WI 





CertaProStore.com 

 

Customize your franchise! You can brand your franchise with CertaPro approved marketing materi-

als, apparel and promotional items. Most marketing products feature variable content which allows 

you to customize photography, contact information, and your specialties and services, right here 

online. It’s easy! 



Brand Kit 
 
The Brand Kit is your guide to everything marketing. Think of it as an encyclopedia of marketing 
information to help you with your business. With the Brand Kit, you have access to the collective 
wealth of knowledge of programs and tactics. 
 
How can you use the Brand Kit?  
• Build your marketing plan  
• Learn about new or different programs  
• Training a new associate  
• Find a new program to boost a lead source  
• Contribute ideas to expand the Brand Kit  
 
That’s the best part, it never stops growing! Every time a new program, idea or tactic is developed 
and tested, a new chapter to the Brand Kit can be added, constantly expanding the amount of 
information available to everyone. So, if you do something different—tell us about it. If there’s 
something that you’d like more information about, let us know. If you’ve gotten great success (or if 
something didn’t work out well) tell us your story so that we can all learn and grow together.  
 
You can find the latest version of the Brand Kit on Marketing Central (marketing.certapro.com).  



CertaPro University 

 

CertaPro University is a great resource for marketing videos and tutorials, like: 

• Branding 101 

• Neighborhood Trust (door hanging) 

• Word of Mouth 

 

View the entire eLearning catalog by visiting CertaPro University, accessible through the CertaPro 

Portal (portal.certapro.com). 

 

 



Regional Marketing Team 

 

For additional help executing these, any other marketing endeavors, please reach out to your 

Regional Marketing Manager: 

 

Lauren Albright 
Operations Regional Marketing Manager 
lalbright@certapro.com 
 
Central, Southeast, and West Franchisees 

Jenna Duett 
Senior Programs Manager 
jduett@certapro.com 
 
Atlantis, Knoxville, Memphis, and Nashville Franchisees 

Yana Duman 
Director of Regional Marketing 
yduman@certapro.com  
 
North Franchisees 

Christie McCowen 
Operations Regional Marketing Manager 
cmccowen@certapro.com 
 
Midwest, Mid-Atlantic, and Northeast Franchisees 

Beth Pawlicki 
Development Regional Marketing Manager 
bpawlicki@certapro.com 
 
Development and Philadelphia Co-op Franchisees 


